Miquest Mobile - managing assets on the move

Miquest Mobile and Tablet applications are the perfect solution for remote working. With the facility to work 100% off line, Miquest allows the user to perform all functions without restriction and seamlessly synchronise once network connectivity is established. Miquest Mobile and Tablet are compatible with any Windows devices.

Key Benefits and Features:

**Easy to use**
Mquest has simple, process driven customisable Web, Mobile and Tablet applications that offer easy and flexible ways to cover key tasks for all levels of users. These easy to use fully customisable applications are designed to run on industrial mobile devices / tablets in an environment where an online and offline facility is required, enabling true remote working.

**Perform tests and inspections in any location**
Our fully customisable mobile solution provides full Online and Offline capability allowing the user to perform all their function without restriction and seamlessly synchronise once network connectivity is established, demonstrating the perfect solution for remote working.

**Real-time information and alerts**
Mquest Display is designed to present key performance information to any browser on any PC / display, any time. Maintenance teams can benefit from real-time reporting of asset performance by being actively alerted to issues as they arise, speeding up repair processes and shorten lead times.

**Software configured to users operating requirements**
These applications are available for use with Windows mobile options, working in conjunction with Barcodes, QR codes and RFID tags.
**Asset ID and Tracking**  
The mobile and tablet applications are easy to use, enabling you to track vehicles, equipment, people and perform tests, inspections and report defects on the move at any location - enabling maintenance teams to record, report and manage their work more effectively and efficiently.

**Collect and enter data**  
Using the Mquest Mobile and Tablet application will allow you to collect and enter data from any work location, reducing the requirement for paper based processes and improve data accuracy.

**Improving maintenance teams productivity**  
Mquest mobile can be used to create and manage work, track equipment, identify and control PPE, capture metre readings and record stock usage. This allows maintenance teams to receive up to the minute information straight to their portable device enabling them to manage their workload effectively and see an improvement in control and tracking of assets along with data accuracy.

**Systems Service and Support**  
Mquest by Idhammar Systems can provide any level of implementation from complete Project Management to a supporting role in a large project team. We understand that each implementation and each customer are different so a full project scoping exercise is carried out at the start of every project.

Spreading the cost of an implementation can help with any project and we are able to offer the opportunity to lease the complete cost or just elements of the implementation so costs can be spread over a number of year’s ensuring budgets are not compromised.

Support is provided every step of the way by our experienced UK based team of experts in consultancy, implementation, training and support to help our customers achieve operational excellence through improved uptime, better productivity, greater return on assets and less waste.

For more information about how Mquest can help you:

Call: +44 (0) 117 920 9400  
Email: info@mquest.co.uk  
Visit: www.mquest.co.uk